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Tectonic denudation of the Cordillera Central linked to the Eastern Venezuela thrust belt emplacement.
JEAN-YVES, CHATELLIER, consultant
Numerous tectonic models have been proposed for the Northern Venezuela plate margin. These proposals are
commonly associated with palinspatic reconstructions, some of which invoking right lateral displacements of the order
of 400 km of the Araya Peninsula. However, many problems have remained unsolved.
A recent palinspastic reconstruction of the Eastern Venezuelan fold belt has shed new lights on the mechanics and
dynamics of the area. In order to be as objective as possible, only one map has been used in the reconstruction exercise.
The idea presented here came from a quick look at a regional map (Mascle, Letouzet et al, 1990 - fig 1), the author
then decided to stick to that map. Figures 2 and 3 are two examples of match between deep seated structural features
from the Cordillera Central and shallow structural features of the Eastern Venezuela Thrust belt after reconstruction.
The proposed model invokes, in association with the right lateral displacement, a mega detachment of the whole cover
of the Cordillera Central, i.e. all of the nappes belonging to the prolific oil bearing Eastern Venezuela thrust belt
(essentially Norte Monagas) and its foreland up to and including Trinidad. The gliding and transport of these nappes
resulted from a combination of subduction of the Caribbean Plate, extension in Eastern Venezuela and activity of the
Venezuelan Andes (Bocono Fault, Fig. 4) that allowed the separation of the nappes from the rest of the cordillera.
After reconstruction, most of the major transverse features from Eastern Venezuela match the existing major
transverse features of the Cordillera Central. Moreover paleontological, sedimentological and petrological anomalies
can now be explained (e.g. erosion of tens of thousands of feet of sediments including a large part of carbonates, with
no evidence of deposition in Venezuela). Age dating of rare facies associations in a group of stratigraphic units
(from two outcrops reunited after reconstruction) allow to narrow down the age of the ‘‘gravity’’ driven tectonic event
between the Upper Pliocene and Pleistocene.
Brief review of problems of existing models
Various geological anomalies are hard to fully comprehend in the light of the existing geological models dealing with the
northern margin of Venezuela. From these, one can cite the following problems:
- The fit of Trinidad in the tectonic and sedimentary history of eastern Venezuela (Babb and Mann, 1999, Pindel and
Kennan 2000)
- The generation of the Gulf of Paria (Pindell et al. 1998, Flinch et al. 1999)
- South of the Deformation Front in eastern Venezuela, the listric faults are younger towards the West (Di Croce et al.
1999); could they slump head tensional listric faults?
- The existence of the very deep depression of the Barlovento region filled with more than 10000 feet of very recent
sediments
- The existence and preservation of the two islands of the ‘‘Farallon Centinella’’ and more particularly their location,
alignment and three-dimensional geometry.
- The occurrence of Pliocene to Pleistocene extensional tectonics in the Cordillera Central (F.A. Audemard, in prep)
- The generation of the Gulf of Cariaco
- The late East-West extensional phase seen in the Furrial Trend (Chatellier et al 20002)
- The similarity of recent sedimentary series between the Western part of the Araya Peninsula and the Southeastern part
of Falcon (Padron et al. 1998, 2000a and 2000b and Estévez et al. 2001)
- The speed of the denudation of the Cordillera Central based on petrology of key minerals, possibly linked to a
subduction associated with an orogen-parallel extension (Smith et al. 1999).
- The recent strikeslip activity of the Bocono Fault (Audemard et al. 1999 and Beck et al, 2002) in line with a long history
of activity (see Complejo de la Iglesias on figure 4)
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- Various sedimentological studies have outlined the problem of a mismatch between the sandstone composition of
the sediments found in the giant fields of Norte Monagas (Furrial, Carito and Santa Barbara) and the craton where the
sediments are supposed to be come from.
- Other problematic observations to be kept in mind are the general orientation of the various environments during the
Oligocene time and the associated transport direction (towards the ENE).
The reconstruction
The focus of this reconstruction has been restricted to outcrop observations and interpretations from the north-eastern
part of Venezuela. All of the nappes corresponding to the Serrania del Interior and of the deeply buried ‘‘Norte
de Monagas’’ have been displaced to the East, together with the Araya Peninsula (Fig.5). However, strike slip along
the Pilar Fault Zone has moved the Araya Peninsula a bit further to the east (tens of kms).
Gravity gliding would have been responsible for the tectonic denudation of the Cordillera Central and for the present
position of the Eastern Venezuelan thrust belt. The exact level of decollement is still to be determined; that could
be linked to the Colon and Querecual series. The Lara Nappes and the Eastern Venezuela Nappes would then have belonged
to the same thrust system until their recent separation (Fig.6). The whole of the Orinoco Delta could well be part of
the megadetachment.
It is expected that the present hypothesis will be the source of debate among geologists and geophysicists who have
access to more geological and seismic data, it is also hoped that analogues be found in other places where there
is a combination of subduction, strike slip and passive margin (e.g. MorrocoJ).
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Fig.1 Extract of the map used for the geological palinspastic reconstruction

Fig.2 Example of match between NW-SE transverse structural elements
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Fig.3 Match between Southern Trinidad and the Barlovento region
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Fig.4 A schematic view of the Bocono Fault system, the
weaning culprit

Fig.5 Schematic diagram showing some of the
terranes possibly involved in the gravity gliding
process after separation (weaning)

Fig 6 Partial and hypothetical reconstruction of the Cordillera Central with its cover
(sole part reconstructed)
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